Artwork Requirements

Logo Ad Mats strives to provide the most attractive logo mats possible. Essential to this goal is the quality of the artwork provided to us. The best artwork is a vector file which allows us to directly import your file with minimal modifications. If you are sending a jpeg or other bitmap file, please obtain the highest resolution image possible, 300 DPI to 600 DPI area preferred. Please allow at least 24 hours for your proofs to be generated.

Preferred File Formats

- EPS (Encapsulated PostScript)
- .AI (Adobe Illustrator)
- .CDR (CorelDRAW File)
- .PDF (Adobe Reader)
- .PSD (Adobe Photoshop)
- .TIFF (Tiff File)

High Resolution .JPG (Jpeg File) or .BMP (Bitmap File)
- We request 300 DPI or higher.